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ACROSS
1 Call for a

reservation?
5 It's often seen

around sunset
11 You might wait for it

to knock
14 Situation in which

one tends to take
bigger risks because
they're insulated
from the cost of such
risks

16 Part of some
immunotherapy
doses

17 What poker players
play with when
they're playing
beyond their means

18 Features of English
Premiere League
football jerseys

19 Kingdoms, phyla,
classes, e.g.

20 Says "Didja ever
notice...", say

22 "Move quickly"
24 In the dictionary, it

aptly rhymes with
"hey", but in real life,
it almost always (also
aptly) closely rhymes
with "hi"

25 One given the
runaround?

28 Loaded with gel,
maybe

29 "The Office"
character called by
their middle name

30 Comfort of a topical
nature?

32 Selected set
33 Make someone

answer for
35 Like the Palace of

Versailles
37 What hangs out in a

shell?
38 Wear for Dorothy

Lamour in "Road to
Bali"

39 Real-life person who
read from the Torah
at Krusty the Clown's
bar mitzvah in an
episode of "The
Simpsons"

40 Some
immunotherapy
doses

41 One side in a classic
outdoor kids' game

42 They're also called
"quadrature tides"

44 Result of repeated
travel

45 How it's difficult for
new parents to stay?

46 Non-vegan
pharmaceuticals

48 Midwestern college
city that hosts two
major USDA facilities

50 One might attract
you to a store

52 ______-noir (film
genre)

53 Reality show clip that
appears to be a
continuous shot but
is really several
different shots edited
together

57 Circumference
divided by radius, in
math

58 Commitmentphobic
type

59 Effort to find a WR or
TE, maybe

60 Like Michael
McDonald, for
several Doobie
Brothers albums

61 Is this some sort of
game to you?!

DOWN
1 Those out of the

public eye on Twitter,
briefly?

2 Org. that recognized
contract bridge as a
sport in 1995

3 Unmannerly sort
4 Mother of Princesses

Eugenie and Beatrice
5 Beatles song with the

lyric "Believe me
when I tell you / I'll
never do you no
harm"

6 Try to force to fall
7 Nitrogenous textile

colorants
8 Name from an Inuit

word for "polar bear"

9 Needing lots of
training

10 Brand that originally
went public under
the stock symbol
DRYR

11 Stop on an evening
commute, maybe

12 Mystical teacher
popular in '60s-70s
America

13 "Get that away from
me!"

15 Ritzy make
21 Says amen, maybe
23 Pay to stay
25 It was once "a

storybook kingdom
of misty mountains
and opium", per
Anthony Bourdain

26 Andes delicacy
27 Offer a drink in

memoriam, say
29 Occasion to lose

sleep, for some
31 Bails for a bond?
33 Backings for

canvases
34 Hawaï, for one

36 Only small ones have
a hump

37 Keep tabs on, in
brand names

39 Either of two
members of the Spice
Girls, name-wise

42 Home of the first
municipally-owned
commercial airport in
the US

43 Use paper or plastic
45 It's a darn good thing

he's not lactose
intolerant (or maybe
he just takes a whole
lot of Lactaid?)

46 Inaugural member of
American contract
bridge's Hall of Fame

47 "Ooh, saucy!"
49 Lead-in to a

contingency plan
51 Unit of a theatrical

run?
54 "Sure"
55 Not something to

drive at?
56 Go on a Zoom call

with no pants on, e.g.


